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Motivation

▶ The Chinese debt market has experienced booms and busts in the last

two decades (Amstad and He, 2019).

▶ Surge in debt defaults and bankruptcies.
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Motivation

▶ Bankruptcy institutions play an important role in financial market

development and the allocation of resources.

▶ The efficiency of bankruptcy resolution has broader implications for

Chinese credit market.

▶ However, numerous frictions and weak protection of creditors,

especially in developing countries

▶ congested courts, lack of specialization, and etc.

▶ Lack of judicial independence in China, where government interference

is pervasive (Allen et al., 2005; Fan et al., 2013).
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Motivation

▶ An example of government interference in bankruptcy

▶ Dandong Port: default in 2017, bankrupt in 2019

▶ The court appointed bankruptcy trustees that are politically

connected

▶ lack of transparency

▶ violation of absolute priority rule

▶ cram down
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This paper

▶ Research question: how bankruptcy reform in China affects credit

market?

▶ focus on bond market: granular data on bond issuance and trading

▶ Empirical setting: exploit the staggered introduction of specialized

courts compared to civil courts

▶ Better trained judges/subject to less political influence (Li and

Ponticelli, 2022)

▶ Data:

▶ Bond-level trading data

▶ Case-level data on bankruptcies
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Main Findings

▶ The specialized courts significantly decrease the bond spreads.

▶ ↓ 17.9 bps, 7.6 % of the average trading spreads

▶ total savings of 2.4 billion $ per year in interest payments

▶ The impact is stronger when ex ante default risk is higher

▶ low-rated bonds and riskier issuers

▶ POEs

▶ cities with lower GDP growth rate or pre-existing local SOE default

▶ after a major default event (Yongmei Group)

▶ Mechanisms

▶ improve bankruptcy efficiency:

↑ reorganizations ,↓ time spent in bankruptcies, ↑ recovery

▶ ↓ government interference in bankruptcies

▶ no change in bond default probability
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Related Literature

▶ The impact of bankruptcy reform on credit market

▶ Haselmann et al. (2010), Lilienfeld et al. (2012), Gopalan et al.

(2016), Rodano et al. (2016), Ponticelli and Alencar (2016), Cerqueiro

et al. (2017), Campello et al. (2018), Iverson et al. (2020), Müller

(2022), Li and Ponticelli (2022)

▶ Chinese bond market and the role of government on pricing

▶ Ang et al. (2016); Bai et al. (2016); Liu et al. (2017); Amstad and He

(2019); Chen et al. (2020); Geng and Pan (2022); Jin et al. (2022); Li

et al. (2023)
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Institutional Setting

▶ 2007: New Enterprise Bankruptcy Law

▶ covers private firms, strengthen creditors’ rights, introduce

reorganization

▶ court enforcement: political influence

▶ Specialized courts introduction: select judges with specialized training

▶ 2007-2017: Specialized tribunals in existing courts (97)

▶ 2019-2020: New specialized courts (9)
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Data

▶ Timing on the introduction of specialized courts from the Supreme

People’s Court, the Ministry of Justice, and local courts.

▶ Case-level data on bankruptcies from National Corporate Bankruptcy

Information Disclosure Platform.

▶ bankruptcy filings: dates (acceptance, completion), case type, court

name, judges, bankruptcy trustee, recovery rate

▶ information on bankrupt firms (i.e. name, location, sector, size,

ownership, etc.)

▶ Bond-level data from WIND.

▶ Time period: 2012q1-2021q4

▶ Types of bond: medium-term notes (MTN), exchange-traded

corporate bonds (CB) and enterprise bonds (EB)

▶ Variables: yield, maturity, issuance amount, security type, market

place, rating, ownership, location, sector and financial characteristics
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Model Specification

ybfct =β ∗ SpecialCourtct + γ ∗Xbcft + αpt + αst + αf + ϵbfct

▶ SpecialCourtct takes a value of 1 if there is a specialized court in city

c, and 0 otherwise

▶ b bond, f issuer, c registration city of issuer, t time period (in quarter),

p province, s sector

▶ ybfct represents spread over benchmark rate, i.e. yield of central govt.

bonds with similar maturity

▶ Xbcft includes:

▶ city: log GDP, govt. deficit-to-GDP ratio

▶ firm: log assets, leverage ratio, ROA, tangibility

▶ bond: log issuance amount, remaining years to maturity

▶ bond category×time FEs: ownership (LGFV, SOE, POE), market

place (interbank, exchange), bond rating (AAA, AA+, others), and

security type (MTN, CB, EB).
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Baseline Results

▶ The specialized courts decrease the bond spreads by 17.9 bps,

representing a 7.6 % reduction.
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Parallel Trend

▶ No pre-trend prior to the court introduction,

▶ a sizable reduction in 4 quarters, and remains significant in 8 quarters.

ybfct =
∑
n

βn ∗DnSpecialCourtct + γ ∗Xbcft + αpt + αst + αf + ϵbfct
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▶ Heterogeneity across default risk

▶ bond: low rating

▶ issuer: financial risk, ownership (POE)

▶ city: economic condition (slow growth, local SOE default)

▶ after a major default event

▶ Issuer-level outcomes

▶ bond issuance

▶ loan growth and maturity

▶ Robustness test

▶ Placebo test
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Credit Rating

▶ Lower spreads in low-rating (below AAA) bonds.
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Financial Risk

▶ Lower spreads for issuers with higher financial risk (leverage, interest

coverage, and Z-score).
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Ownership

▶ The reduction in bond spreads is stronger in POEs, which has

implications for resource misallocation (Geng and Pan 2023; Cong et

al. 2019; Hsieh and Klenow 2009).
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Local SOE Default

▶ Stronger effects in cities with bond defaults by local SOEs.
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A Major Default Event – Yongmei Group

▶ Stronger effects after the default of Yongmei Group
▶ A state-owned coal miner in Henan defaulting on AAA-rated bonds in

Nov. 2020

▶ transferred lucrative assets to other SOEs few days before its default

▶ “huge credit risk”: triggered market-wide concerns on evasion of debt

repayment
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A Major Default Event – Yongmei Group

▶ Stronger effects after the default of Yongmei Group
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Mechanism

▶ Creditor protection can be driven by either loss given default or

default probability.

▶ Test three potential channels
▶ ↑ bankruptcy efficiency: liquidation v.s. reorganization, recovery rate,

time spent in bankruptcy

▶ ↓ government interference: politically-connected bankruptcy trustee

▶ no change in bond default probability
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Mechanism
▶ ↑ bankruptcy efficiency: ↓ liquidation, ↓ time spent in bankruptcy,

↑ recovery "

▶ ↓ government interference in bankruptcy "
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Bond Issuer Outcomes

▶ Increase in long-term bonds and loans, consistent with Ponticelli and

Alencar (2016) and Gopalan et al. (2016).
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Robustness

▶ alternative dependent variables

▶ alternative estimation methods

▶ different sample filters

▶ sample period starts from 2008 or 2014

▶ cluster standard errors at an alternative levels

▶ regress the panel at issuer-time level

▶ use China Development Bank (CDB) bond index as the benchmark

▶ use yield to maturity (YTM) as the dependent variable

▶ use cities over the provincial boundary

▶ control for business environment

▶ control for bond liquidity (Bao and Pan, 2013)
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Conclusion

▶ Specialized courts reduce the cost of bond financing, saving around

2.4 billion dollars in annual interest payments for Chinese corporate

bond issuers.

▶ This effect is stronger in bonds with higher ex ante default risk.

▶ Specialized courts enhance creditor protection by increasing

bondholders’ recovery values, expediting bankruptcy proceeding and

improving judicial independence.

▶ Important implication for foreign investors in default resolution.
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Appendix
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Summary Statistics
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Local Economic Conditions

▶ Stronger effects in cities with lower GDP growth rate.
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Credit Enhancement
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Mechanism

▶ Bankruptcy efficiency: specialized courts are more likely to

▶ initiate reorganization instead of liquidation.

▶ introduce strategic investors to the companies.
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Mechanism

▶ no change in bond default probability
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Effects on Bond Issuance Spreads

▶ Decrease in bond issuance spreads by 20.4 bps
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Robustness Tests

▶ Alternative dependent variables, estimation methods, and sample

filters
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Standard Error Clustering
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Market Place and Security Type
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Placebo Tests

randomization of court location
and introduction time

courts in the nearby cities
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Impact on Shareholders

▶ Salient reduction in bond spreads, but no effect on equity returns
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